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The rainbow fish story book printable

A couple of years ago I started a series called Story Time.  It was a monthly feature here where I picked a popular children’s books and shared fun crafts, activities, and snacks that complemented each book and made them more memorable and interactive.  It has been a very popular series, so I thought
I would do another round of books.  I’m going to start this round off with The Rainbow Fish by Marcus Pfister.You can find the first round of Story Time here.CraftsActivitiesSnacksJanuary Story Time – Chicka Chicka Boom BoomFebruary Story Time – The Snowy Day March Story Time – Green Eggs and
HamApril Story Time – Planting a Rainbow May Story Time – The Very Hungry CaterpillarJune Story Time – Blueberries for SalJuly Story Time – Big Red BarnAugust Story Time – The Runaway Bunny The Rainbow FishSeptember Story Time – CorduroyOctober Story Time – How Do Dinosaurs Say
Goodnight?November Story Time – If You Give a Mouse a CookieDecember Story Time – The Christmas StorySaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSave The Rainbow Fish Lesson Plan by Charles Clemmons This is a reading lesson for special education/early elementary
students. This lesson helps students with their reading skills as they learn about generosity. The Rainbow Fish Lesson Plan by Katie Swartzwelder PreK. Auto download word document. The Rainbow Fish Teaching Ideas and Resources Using Books to Support Social Emotional Development by Angel
Lee and Tweety Yates Download the pdf copy Spring into reading PreK-K. Story sequencing. The Rainbow Fish by DLTK Activities and Ideas for 2-3 year olds. Rainbow Fish by Brittany Zae Gr K. This lesson is designed to teach students understand the importance of being a good friend through literature
and art activities. Rainbow Fish Literacy Stations Teaching Activities Download the pdf file. Rainbow Fish and the Big Blue Whale Lesson Plan by Risa Young Pre K-2. Students make their own rainbow fish and use them to retell the story. The Rainbow Fish Download the K-2 Lesson Plan. The Rainbow
Fish Sea Project Gr 4. Rainbow Fish Template coloring page The Rainbow Fish Teaching Resources Printables. Label the Rainbow Fish Rainbow Fish Craft Children will create their own Rainbow fish. The Rainbow Fish -Story Sequencing- Re-telling Visuals-FREEBIE Rainbow Fish Worksheet Download
for free. Friendship Activities for The Rainbow Fish The students will see that everyone is special and has something unique to offer.  Printable Version »                           Author: Marcus Pfister Recommended for Ages: 2years+  About: Teaching children how to share The Rainbow Fish is the story of a
beautiful, colorful, and shiny fish with metallic scales that lives in the sea.    Rainbow Fish loves his scales so much; he does not want to share them when asked by a blue fish.   The blue fish is so hurt by Rainbow’s Fishes’ refusal to share that he no longer wants to be around him.  As the story continues,
the other also stay away from Rainbow Fish because he does not share with any of them.  After a little while, Rainbow Fish realizes he has no one to play with and begins to feel so lonely.  He goes to his only remaining friend, the starfish; and asks him for advice.  Starfish directs him to a cave where a
wise octopus lives so that Rainbow Fish can get the answers he is looking for.  When Rainbow Fish arrives at the octopus’ cave, he is told to share some of his scales.  This was difficult advice for Rainbow Fish, as his scales were his prized possession and sharing them would be very hard.  However,
Rainbow Fish realized that if he wanted to have friends, he would have to learn how to share.  After leaving the octopus’s cave, a blue fish, again asks Rainbow Fish for one of his shiny scales. Even though it is difficult for Rainbow Fish to share, he gives blue fish one of his special scales.  Rainbow Fish
sees how happy the blue fish is to have one of Rainbows’ special scales, and Rainbow becomes very happy as well! Rainbow Fish shares a scale with lots of other fish, creating happiness in both himself and the other fish.  The Rainbow Fish is a lovely, heart-warming story of sharing and the happiness
that sharing can bring yourself and others.  It also depicts how difficult sharing can be and the impact that sharing can have on friendships.   Rainbow Fish, like many young children, has a difficult time sharing.   Much like the Rainbow Fish, children will discover that while sharing can be difficult, it creates
happiness in those whom they share with and thus in themselves as well.  There are many activities that can accompany this story; however one that I enjoy most (and the children seem to enjoy) is role playing.  In the classroom, once the children are familiar with the story, you can have them act it out. 
The teacher can be the narrator and the children can be prompted to act out their small parts.  At the end, the “Rainbow Fish” can distribute scales to all of the other children. Role playing is a wonderful way to make the story come alive and have the children experience the joys and difficulties that come
with sharing.  Later on in the day when children are struggling with sharing (or sharing successfully) try to remind children about the story of Rainbow Fish. Reviewer: Maria Santos, LCSW Early Childhood Consultant Early Childhood Consultation Partnership   |    |  Share Swiss book and television series
For the freshwater fish, see Rainbowfish. The Rainbow Fish Original German coverAuthorMarcus PfisterIllustratorMarcus PfisterCountrySwitzerlandLanguageGermanEnglishGenreChildren's book (illustrated)PublisherNordSüd VerlagPublication date1992ISBN978-3314015441 The Rainbow Fish is a
children's picture book drawn and written by author and illustrator, Marcus Pfister, and translated into English by J. Alison James. The book is best known for its message about selfishness and sharing and for the distinctive shiny foil scales of the Rainbow Fish. Decode Entertainment turned the story into
an animated television series of the same name, which aired on the HBO Family television channel in the United States and Teletoon in Canada from 1999 until 2000.[1] Plot The story is about The Rainbow Fish, a fish with shiny, multi-coloured scales. He has blue, green, purple, and pink scales.
Interspersed with these colorful scales are shiny, holographic scales which are his favorites. The other fish from his gang also have scales, but only scales matching to their real colors. However, they wish that they had shiny silver scales like the Rainbow Fish. One day, a small blue fish (wishing he could
have shiny silver scales) asks the Rainbow Fish if he could have one of his shiny silver scales. The Rainbow Fish refuses in a very rude manner. The small blue fish tells all the other fish that The Rainbow Fish was being rude, and as a result, the other fish do not want to play with him any more. His only
remaining friend, the starfish, tells him to go visit the wise octopus for advice. When he goes to the cave where the wise octopus lives, he sees the octopus, who says that she has been waiting for him. She explains that the waves have told her his story. Then, she gives The Rainbow Fish her advice: He
must share his scales with the other fish. She continues that he might no longer be the most beautiful fish after that, but he will discover how to be happy. The Rainbow Fish says that he cannot share his favorite scales, and the wise octopus disappears in a cloud of ink. When he encounters the little blue
fish for a second time, The Rainbow Fish shares one of his precious silver scales and sees the little fish's joy. With that one shiny scale gone, he immediately feels much better. Very soon, the Rainbow Fish is surrounded by the other fish requesting scales and he shares one of his shiny silver scales with
each of them. Soon, everyone in the ocean, has one shiny scale, including The Rainbow Fish. The Rainbow Fish is finally happy even though he only had one shiny scale left. Theme A Publishers Weekly reviewer called the book a "cautionary tale about selfishness and vanity".[2] Book series There are
five other sequels in the Rainbow Fish book series: Rainbow Fish to the Rescue: About the acceptance and integration of foreigners. Rainbow Fish and the Big Blue Whale: About arguments and how to settle them. Rainbow Fish and the Sea Monster's Cave: About irrational and rational fears. Rainbow
Fish Finds his Way: With the help of his new friends, Rainbow Fish finds his way back home. Rainbow Fish Discovers the Deep Sea: About modesty and happiness. Short film On March 25, 1997, an animated adaptation of the story book was released on VHS and DVD (known as The Rainbow Fish and
Dazzle the Dinosaur). The home video releases also contain the film Dazzle the Dinosaur which is based on another book written by Pfister and published in 1994. The animated short film features a song called "Giving Makes You Special". In Dazzle the Dinosaur, the imaginary dinosaur named Dazzle is
an egg (separated from another family and is at first an orphan). Although it is not specified what kind of dinosaur he is, he is possibly an Ouranosaurus (relative of Iguanodon; or in other words a dinosaur from the Iguanodontidae family). Then he adopts a young female Maiasaura from a Maiasaura
family and herd. Her name is Maia the Maiasaura. In this story, they try to get the no-good Dragonsaurus (which terrified the Maiasauruses) to give them back their old home (which had once been in a cave). The duo (Dazzle and Maia) see a Brachiosaurus. Then they tell him the truth about their old
home (their cave) which the Dragonsaurus had moved in to. When the Quetzalcoatlus takes Dazzle and Maia to the cave (which the Dragonsaurus had moved in). But he warns them he and his flock leave at sunset. Because he is not staying when the Dragonsaurus comes around (saying to them, "I am
never again coming back to that cave once the Dragonsaurus is awake!"). The Dragonsaurus does give it back in the end, and Dazzle, Maia, and all the other Maiasauruses are able to return to their old home. The dinosaurs in this story are Brachiosaurus, Stegosaurus, Quetzalcoatlus, Deinonychus,
Tyrannosaurus rex, Ouranosaurus (that being Dazzle), and Dragonsaurus. Television series Main article: Rainbow Fish (TV series) The Rainbow Fish was adapted into a children's animated television series in 1999.[3] However, the television series does not follow the plot of the book; rather it takes the
character and the setting and creates a new story with them. Some characters were added and others embellished for the purposes of the show. In the series, the place where the fish live is called Neptune Bay (after Neptune, god of the sea). The fish attend school, which is aptly named "The School of
Fish". There is a shipwreck called "Shipwreck Park" in the series that resembles the wreck of the RMS Titanic. It was produced by Decode Entertainment and EM.TV for Sony Wonder. 26 episodes were produced.[4] References ^ Erickson, Hal (2005). Television Cartoon Shows: An Illustrated
Encyclopedia, 1949 Through 2003 (2nd ed.). McFarland & Co. p. 651. ISBN 978-1476665993. ^ "Children's Book Review: The Rainbow Fish". Publishers Weekly. ^ Perlmutter, David (2018). The Encyclopedia of American Animated Television Shows. Rowman & Littlefield. p. 488. ISBN 978-1538103739.
^ Crump, William D. (2019). Happy Holidays—Animated! A Worldwide Encyclopedia of Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa and New Year's Cartoons on Television and Film. McFarland & Co. pp. 251–252. ISBN 9781476672939. External links A supplemental Rainbow Fish craft for young children Rainbow
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